DANIEL CRAIG
“No man is an island.
No country by itself”

PALOMA FAITH
“I really think we
need to stay in
Europe”.

ALAN SUGAR
tweeting about
Brexit: “I fear for the
future”.

HELENA BONHAM
CARTER &
DOMINIC WEST
“Britain’s future
lies within the
European Union”

RICHARD
BRANSON
“Brexit will be a
shot in the foot”
EMMA THOMPSON
“We should be taking
down borders, not
putting them up’”

CHURCHILL said
‘We must build
a kind of United
States of Europe’, in
his 1946 Zürich speech.
KIT HARINGTON
expressed his
disappointment on
the UK leaving the
European Union.
JAMES CORDEN
“It would be better
to stay, it represents
so much more... Tim
Peake said, looking
down on the earth,
how small the world
is seen from above,
how connected every
country is. In today’s
world the barriers
should be going down,
not up. …. We can
share the same jokes
and stories […] we are
all in this together and
the more we embrace
that, the better our
world will be.“

BOB GELDOF
“Brexit was a
mistake.”

JK ROWLING
“We should be proud
of our enduring
desire to join
together, seeking
better, safer, fairer
lives, for ourselves
and for millions of
others.”
JEREMY CLARKSON
& JAMES MAY “We
only agree with one
thing: remaining in
the EU”
DAVID BECKHAM
“We were a better
and more successful
team because of a
Danish goalkeeper,
Peter Schmeichel,
the leadership of an
Irishman, Roy Keane,
and the skill of a
Frenchman in Eric
Cantona.”
VICTORIA BECKHAM
“I believe in my
country, I believe in a
future for my children
where we are
stronger together
and I support the
#remain Campaign”

LEAVING THE EU IS LOSING TOO MUCH!
The European Union is the most successful international
project for preventing war by integrating the economies of
independent countries. In 1957, after two world wars causing
over 120 million casualties, mostly civilians, 6 countries - former
enemies - proclaimed Never Again! They set up a new system
of cooperation, allowing free movement of their people, goods,
and services. Now the EU’s 28 member-countries, by operating
jointly-agreed rules, have become the world’s biggest economy
and largest trading block.
Britain’s 45 years in the EU allowed us to remain prominent in
the world after the loss of its empire. The UK is a player in all EU
institutions, such as its Parliament, Commission, Court of Justice,
Court of Auditors, and regulatory Agencies. In the EU, British
governments, elected politicians, diplomats, and professional
administrators have agreed a vast range of measures beneficial
to all inhabitants. Participating in the EU’s economy and legal
system has led to improved rights for us as consumers, workers,
women, parents, vulnerable minorities, and small business
people. Together, member-states are involved in rescuing our
damaged environments and preventing further deterioration.
Only by sharing our policies and scientific expertise in the EU can
we find solutions to the ongoing economic, financial, security,
and environmental challenges, including the human disasters of
poverty and inequality.

Leaving Means Losing - Let’s not be reckless!
We’d lose our place as a top international decision-maker.
Our freedoms, protections and rights would be weakened.
We’d be exposed to far greater economic competition.
Published by London4Europe, the London branch of the UK European Movement,
campaigning to stay in the EU. Join us! See http://www.london4europe.co.uk

WHAT THE EU DOES FOR US - AND WHAT WE’RE LOSING BY LEAVING
EQUALITIES:
EU Members
adopted laws to
prevent people
getting treated
worse because
of their age,
nationality, gender,
race, ethnicity,
belief, sexuality,
or disability.
WOMEN:
EU Members
adopted
mechanisms to
enforce equal pay
for equal work and
for different work
of equal value.
WORKPLACES:
EU Members made
workplaces safer,
granting more paid
holidays & limits on
working hours.
UK had the lowest
mortality rate at
work in 2014.

TRAINING:
EU Members finance
widespread training
courses for young
people. Over €12bn
was allocated to UK
in one 6-year period.
WORKERS:
EU Members agreed
to prevent employers
from making
redundancies without
consultation with
employees & unions.
FAMILIES:
EU Members give
financial support
to disadvantaged
families & children
through its Social
Fund.
CHILDREN
Member-state lawyers
collaborate to help
minors who disappear,
children who get
into trouble, or have
divorcing parents
get equal treatment
across borders.

FARMING:
EU Members give
British + EU farmers
cash to prevent
under- or overproduction, designed
to create production
stability.
POORER REGIONS:
EU Members run a
well-funded system
to finance the poorer
regions of Europe,
eg. Cornwall, Wales,
N.Ireland, Scotland,
the North East.
WORKERS:
Members agreed to
make part-time &
pregnant workers
equal to full-timers.
PARENTS
Member states
granted maternity
& paternity leave
to parents.

BEACHES
& COASTS:
EU Members must
care for their coasts
& seas to an agreed
standard. All
big beaches get
rated for quality.
ENVIRONMENT:
EU Members
agree to inmprove
environmental
protection with
targets for water
pollutants, chemical
emissions, etc
FOOD:
EU Members agreed
to improve food
hygiene, informative
labelling + packaging
standards.
CLEAN AIR:
EU Members agree
on detoxifying the
air with targets to
bring toxins down
to an agreed level
eg. London

For sources see the online version

STUDENTS:
EU Members give
all citizens freedom
to study & live in any
EU country, where
Uni fees are mostly
cheaper than in the UK
JOBS:
EU Members allow
all workers to seek
jobs across the EU as
long as they receive
equal treatment
in each locality.
PROPERTY:
Members made living
and buying property
easier across the EU.
EXPATS:
Receive similar
police, consular &
legal protection
& healthcare.
FALLING ILL:
Member states issue
a Health Card to all,
valid across the EU.

TARIFFS &
CONSUMERS:
Members agreed
to combine their
markets into a
tariff-free single
borderless area,
making products
cheaper for an
equivalent standard.
MOBILES:
EU Members
agreed phone
companies should
not charge for
roaming in the EU.
CRIME-FIGHTING:
EU Members
coordinate their
police forces to
improve crime-fighting,
leading to more
arrests.
HEALTHCARE
People waiting for
operations can get
them in another EU
country if urgent.

